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<p>We took a break from raiding this past week.� Many members out of commission on Friday
and Saturday due to VD (Valentine's Day...get your minds out of the gutter!), there was some
illness going around, some were banging their heads against walls trying to get candy bags,
and others just wanted a week off since we'd been raiding every week pretty much since
December.<br /><br />Of course, this break seemed like a good idea last Monday, but by
Saturday people were asking when we were going to raid again.� *twitch twitch*� Yeah, it can
be addictive.<br /><br />So Sunday we did our usual 25-mans, taking down Sarth and Vault,
then we did Vault again on 10-man.� We're going to try to go after Malygos again tonight, and
regular raiding starts again tomorrow with the reset.<br /><br />We've also opened up to
recruiting new members again now that our recent additions seem to have settled in.� We'd like
to see 5 new members by the end of March, but prefer quality over quantity.� There are a few
people who have been brought to our attention as potential members, and we like taking things
slow to make sure everyone is happy.� No more repeats of a sudden flood of members.�
Learned that lesson in EQ2.� Most guilds don't survive it.� We don't want to play chicken with
our luck on that front.<br /><br />TLA didn't happen this week due to aforementioned illness.�
That's okay, it's forgivable.� We'll go beat up some Scarlet Crusade members next Sunday.<br
/><br />Many alts reached notable levels (70 and 80) this week, too.� Strangely, all the ones I
can think of are rogues.� Sneaky bastards....</p><p> </p><div style="text-align: center"><img
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